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to work fromas used in the traditional
lab.
The only additional preparation
time, besides the scanning, came from
the development of the student guide
relating to using the HyperCardtool
pallet and the rotation of chromosomes for the final hard copy (Figure
3). If students have previous experience with HyperCardthis would not
be necessary.
Some tips I found to be especially
helpful:
1. Teach students to use fat bits to
look for stain bands.
2. Students love to use the writing
tool to label once they try it.
3. After scanning I went through
the cards with fat bits and made
the chromosome banding absolutely clear.
4. If students have their own 3.5inch floppy I have them bring
their disk in before the lab and
just drag the stack onto their
disk.
5. Include in the stack an example
of what a final karyotype form
may look like.
6. Using rotate left and right plus
flip verticaland horizontalallows
the chromosomes to be arranged
for viewing. Some students
choose to use the rotatefunction.
I allow this but some resolutionis
lost.
7. Allow students the option to be
creative in their presentationstype style, fonts and formats all
can vary.
8. Personalize the stacks you build
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with footers, audio cards, etc.
This helps the student to identify
it as belonging to the class and
not a large book company.
I found students who had no previous HyperCardexperience were able
to successfully complete an unknown
karyotype within the two 50-minute
periods. The students' attitudes were
excellent; even usually unmotivated
students enjoyed the activity. Students who started working in teams
soon decided to work on their own
karyotype. The karyotype lab has always improved spatialabilities,taught
a biological concept and included the
visualizationof a Science-TechnologySociety problem; with HyperCard it
can improve students' attitudes and
decrease their computer anxiety.
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Many first year high school biology
classes include a karyotyping activity
during the genetics unit. Biology
teachers traditionallyhave used scissors and glue sticks with one of the
commerciallyavailable activities. Several years ago I obtained from a colleague a set of stylized chromosomes
froma summerinstitute which I found
to be a great improvement over photographs available from suppliers
(Purser1987).This still did not prevent
the hunt for that lost chromosome
after a sneeze or the sticking together
of laboratoryreports.
I have recently taken this activity
one step further; students now complete the organization of a karyotype
using a Macintosh computer and HyperCard.We complete the activityin a
27-unit MAC LC lab with students
working individually or in teams of
two.
The procedure is quite simple and
easy to set up. Using HyperScan and
our school's optical scanner I scanned
various stylized karyotypes and
placed them on individual cards in a
HyperCardstack. An example of the
five cardsin my currentstackis shown
in Figure 1. An example of a student's
hard copy, which I require at the end
of the two-day lab, is shown in Figure
2. I assign each student one of the five
karyotypes. Students receive the same
background and template karyotype
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Figure 1. Example of five unknown karyotypes as presented to students in the laboratory.
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Figure 2. Typical example of student's final product.
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MAC Instructions
1. Open the HyperCardprogramby double clicking the HyperCardicon found in the HyperCardfolder.
2. Under File choose Open Stack. Select KaryotypeMAC lab from the dialog box. You should now have a stack open
called Karyotype MAC lab.
3. Under File choose Save a Copy. Select Save (renamethe stack if you choose) from the dialog box (if you wish to save
on your 3.5 floppy disk insert it before you clickSave). Now under File choose Open Stack, from the dialog box select
Copy of KaryotypeMAC lab (or new name). You are now at the first card of the Copy of KaryotypeMAC lab you
just made. This is the stack where you will do your work. HyperCardautomaticallysaves your changes. Undo is
under Edit.
4. Browse through the cardsin the stack;you or your team will be assigned one of the unknowns (#1, 2, 3, 4, 5) for your
project. Go to the chosen card.
5. Tearthe tool palette off the menu bar and place it in the lower left hand cornerof your screen. Using the writing tool
(large letter A), put your name(s) where Exampleis on the example card. You may browse back to the example card
if necessary.
BE CAREFULNOT TO PLACECHROMOSOMES
ON TOP OF EACHOTHER!!

BE SURE TO COUNT YOUR CHROMOSOMES.
8. Use the chromosome guide to identify the chromosome disorder you are working with so you can label your
karyotype with the writing tool as in the example.
9. When finished, close the tools box and click on the Print This Page button. Your hard copy will be at your selected
printer.
10. If you were saving your work on the hard drive, dump the copy of.. in the trash and empty the trash under Special.
This means your work will be gone!
Figure 3. Instructionsheet given to students.
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6. Now locate one of the chromosome #1's and select it with the lasso tool. (Use the attached guide.) When you place
the lasso inside the chromosome it will turn to a pointer; this means you can now move the picture. Move the
chromosome to the upper left corner of the card below the Karyotype #_.
Pull down Paint in the menu bar;use
rotate leftlright or flip verticallhorizontal to position your chromosome for best viewing. Now find and move the
second #1 chromosomeand position it in a similarmanner. Select the writing tool to identify the chromosomesas pair
#1 (see example). [Youmight wish to practiceselecting and moving with the lasso on one of the cardsyou don't have
to karyotype.]
7. Continue on to identify all the chromosomes and position them. You will most likely have to move some groups of
chromosomes around to make room for your work. Some of the smallerones are difficultto identify; this is also true
of actual chromosome photographs. Do the best you can. Try to locate dark bands and differentsizing to aid your
identification.Fat Bits under options might help identify characteristicbands (select first).

